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Hope Beyond the Hor izon

W

hen the Thompson family finds that their
world has changed for all time, the order of
the day is survival. Transitioning with break- neck
speed from a relatively tranquil, all- American lifestyle
to convulsions all over the globe, they witness global
economic meltdown, the menacing rise of Iran into
a war machine, and the destruction of Damascus—all
pivot points in Scripture, all predicted by the prophets.
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estselling author Bill Salus has crafted an extraordinary novel, fast-paced and chilling...but most
of all relevant. Revelation Road travels a path from
relative stability in society, to that place of apocalypse
that once seemed the domain of Hollywood. A companion commentary, a unique feature for a project of
this scope, helps the reader see in plain detail exactly
where we are headed in this groaning, dying world.
BILL SALUS is the author of

Isralestine, The Ancient Blueprints of the Future Middle East.
In addition to being an author,
researcher, and lecturer, Bill is
also the radio host of the popular Prophecy Update Radio
Program, and is frequently interviewed on numerous notable
radio programs and television
shows.
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KEY MARKETING POINTS
Subject Matter :
• Revelation Road brings the “distant” world
events right into one’s own little castle.
• With the emotion of a novel, and the coldness
of a research paper, Revelation Road brings the
future into precise focus.
• The unique combination of a engaging novel
and a well-researched commentary will make this
book a desired piece for every library.

Promotion:
• ICON will promote this title with a marketing
campaign using banner ads, email blast and media sheet promotion, to both our ABA and CBA
sales channels.
• ICON's Marketing Department will develop
and produce news worthy copy, and distribute to
its blogging partners and web affiliates.
• ICON will identify specialty accounts and
market to those, as well.
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